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ABSTRACT:
This contribution describes the development of a plugin for the geographic information system QGIS to interface the openModeller
software package. The aim is to use openModeller to generate species’ potential distribution models for various archaeological applications (site catchment analysis, for example). Since the usage of openModeller’s command-line interface and configuration files
can be a bit inconvenient, an extension of the QGIS user interface to handle these tasks, in combination with the management of the
geographic data, was required. The implementation was realized in Python using PyQGIS and PyQT. The plugin, in combination with
QGIS, handles the tasks of managing geographical data, data conversion, generation of configuration files required by openModeller
and compilation of a project folder. The plugin proved to be very helpful with the task of compiling project datasets and configuration
files for multiple instances of species occurrence datasets and the overall handling of openModeller. In addition, the plugin is easily
extensible to take potential new requirements into account in the future.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The work presented here is realized in the context of the interdisciplinary research project Collaborative Research Centre 806
(CRC8061 ). The main topic of the CRC806 is entitled ”Our Way
to Europe” and one of the main objectives of it, is to capture the
complex nature of chronology, regional structure, climatic, environmental and socio-cultural contexts in Europe during the last
190.000 years by interdisciplinary research (Richter et al., 2012).
The overall context of this work is the modelling of ecological
niches (ENM) or species’ potential distributions (SPDM) of various faunal species for the Upper Palaeolithic (50-10 kyBP). The
results are planned to be used as data to investigate if findings
of faunal remains at archaeological sites on the Iberian Peninsula are associated with the modelled distributions. The main
study area of the project C1 is the Iberian Peninsula, its discussed
role as a refuge for Neanderthals and the replacement process of
Neanderthals by anatomically modern humans (Weniger and Reicherter, 2015).
OpenModeller (de Souza Muñoz et al., 2011) is a cross-platform
environment to carry out ecological niche modelling experiments,
that was built with the motivation to provide a single expandable open source platform for ENM or SPDM with different algorithms. The extensibility, cross-platform capabilities, the possibility to apply and compare multiple modelling algorithms as
well as the ability to project the modelling results to environmental data of a different time slice in particular, are the reasons
openModeller was picked for this purpose. Based on the fact that
the desktop GUI version was not updated since 2010 and that
the original QGIS plugin is not available anymore for the current
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version of QGIS, and that the manual editing of the configuration
files is relatively complicated, a GUI for more comfortable, effective handling and generation of the input data was required. This
work presents a QGIS plugin we developed for this purpose and
exemplary results that were accomplished using openModeller in
combination with the plugin.
In the following section 2. the terminology of the modelling approach is explained, as well as related work concerning SPDM
and the openModeller application while the focus of this contribution is on the presentation of the QGIS plugin. Section 3. explains the software used to implement the plugin and the data and
modelling algorithm applied to produce the example results. In
section 4. the data import and cartography is documented briefly
and the implementation of the plugin and its functionalities are
explained. The user interface and work flow of the plugin is explained in section 5., as well as a short presentation of an exemplary SPD-model, that are both discussed in section 6..
2.

CONCEPTS AND RELATED WORK

Within the C1 and Z2 project (2 ) of the CRC806, GIS-supported
site catchment analysis (Vita-Finzi and Higgs, 1970, Becker, 2012)
(SCA) is applied to palaeolithic sites in northern Spain to analyse the relationship between the sites inhabitants and their environment (Ullah, 2011) and the resources in the sites economic
range (Legg, 2008). To enable further analysis of potential prey
species in the sites environment and investigation of a possible
relationship to the actual on-site findings of faunal remains, extensive data about potential faunal distribution of various species
is assumed to be useful. The basic idea is that hunter-gatherer
economies and lifestyles were tied to the distributions of faunal
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and floral resources (and resources of inanimate nature) while
those were themselves influenced by changes in the environment
(Franklin et al., 2015, Gravel-Miguel, 2015). Overall it is valuable to reconstruct past environments to understand economic behaviours and mobility of hunter-gatherers.
To generate faunal palaeodistribution data, species’ potential distribution modelling (SPDM) (Phillips et al., 2006) is applied, utilizing the openModeller software package. It appears that the
exact terminology is still in debate and that the terms ecological niche modelling (ENM) and species distribution modelling
(SDM) are often used inappropriately without the required distinction (Peterson and Soberón, 2012, Elith and Leathwick, 2009).
This contribution settles for the terminology used by the team behind openModeller (SPDM) in the related publication (de Souza
Muñoz et al., 2011). The key assumption of these approaches is
that a species’ distribution depends on their environment since
specific environmental variables allow long-term survival of a
species (Phillips et al., 2006). The modelling approach uses observations of species at locations as the dependent variable, while
the environmental factors are treated as explanatory variables (Elith
and Franklin, 2013). Since the goal is the modelling of species
potential palaeodistributions, appropriate environmental data is
necessary and available in the form of climate data that should
be used to project present species occurrences to past potential
distributions. OpenModeller provides multiple model algorithms
like Maxent, GARP & Bioclim. This contribution limits the results to an example modelled with the Maxent modelling algorithm.
3.

DATA AND METHODS

The data and methods used for the species’ potential distribution
modelling, as well as the tools used for the plugin development
are introduced in this section.
3.1

Occurrence and Environmental Data

To accomplish the modelling process with openModeller, species
occurrence data (also: ”presence data”) is needed. The source for
the used occurrence data is the Global Biodiversity Information
Facility (GBIF Secretariat: GBIF Backbone Taxonomy, 2013),
which is an extensive source for records of various organisms.
The data is provided as CSV text files, as Darwin Core Archives
(TDWG Task Group, 2009) or via an API to retrieve the datasets
directly. The files contain latitude/longitude coordinates for the
points of occurrence and further data on the species and were
converted to shapefiles with QGIS to enable simpler handling of
the data.
Concerning the selection of species for the modelling approach,
there are multiple candidates that qualify for SPDM in this archaeological context (including recent distribution), such as wild
boar, red deer, roe deer or bison (Gravel-Miguel, 2015). For now
it was decided to apply the work flow on Capra (also: ”Ibex”).
Because of the localization on or in the proximity of the Iberian
Peninsula, the modelling process was run for Capra ibex and
Capra pyrenaica for the exemplary results.
The modelling process relies on a second set of variables, the environmental data. A subset of the ’bioclimatic’ variables of the
WorldClim global climate data collection was used for this purpose (Hijmans et al., 2005). The climate data for the Last Glacial
Maximum (21 kyBP) is available in 2.5 arc-minute resolution.
The bioclimatic variables are derived from monthly temperature
and rainfall values with the aim to generate variables that are
more biologically meaningful than the raw climate data. Since
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Figure 1: Occurrence Data for Capra ibex and Capra pyrenaica.
(GBIF Secretariat: GBIF Backbone Taxonomy, 2013)
the modelling for this work was mainly done for first testing purposes, the complete set of bioclimatic variables (BIO 1-19) of the
MPI-ESM-P model data was selected to conduct the modelling.
Further, the 2014 version of GEBCO (General Bathymetric Chart
of the Oceans 2014, 2014) was used as the source for the topographic data, in the form of elevation and aspect rasters, to be
able to take account of the changed sea-level in the LGM.
3.2

openModeller & QGIS

The openModeller software package is used for the actual SPDM
modelling process. OpenModeller is very well suited for the use
case presented here, since it allows to easily project recent species
distributions to different scenarios, based on different palaeoenvironmental data of various time slices such as the LGM mentioned
above. The purpose for developing the openModeller framework
was to perform the most common tasks related to species’ potential distribution modelling that are based on a correlative approach. The open and modular architecture of openModeller allows it to implement new modelling algorithms as plugins that
use the core modelling components via a defined interface (de
Souza Muñoz et al., 2011). OpenModeller uses species occurrence and environmental data to produce the species’ potential
distribution models. The fact that these datasets are of geospatial
nature suggests to use a geographic information system (GIS) for
the data management and, in consequence, the configuration of
the command line based openModeller software. Various interfaces, SWIG python bindings for example, allow different client
applications to interact with openModeller. For now, this direct implementation was not pursued, instead the included shellprograms are utilized and the associated configuration files are
generated with the presented plugin. QGIS came to mind first, because a now deprecated plugin already exists for an older version
(<2.0) of QGIS and was ultimately selected because it satisfies
all the demands necessary for the task at hand and its expandability through the very well documented PyQGIS and PyQT APIs
that provide an excellent option to build UI-based plugins for
QGIS.
3.3

The modelling algorithm

The applied modelling algorithm is Maxent (Maximum Entropy).
Maxent is originally a general-purpose statistical method for making predictions or inferences from incomplete information. The
basic principle of Maxent is to estimate the target distribution by
finding the distribution of maximum entropy (i.e. the closest to
uniform), subject to the appropriate constraints. In the context
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of ENM or SPDM these constraints consist of the range of environmental data where the species occur, while the occurrence
points of the species serve as the sample points (Phillips et al.,
2006, Townsend Peterson et al., 2007). Maxent is also the name
of a software package, which was presented in 2006 (Phillips et
al., 2006) to perform maximum entropy modelling with georeferenced occurrence data and environmental variables and the algorithm was later implemented in openModeller. The Maxent
implementation in openModeller produces a continuous raster in
various output file types that represent cumulative probabilities of
occurrence (Phillips et al., 2006). In this application, integer type
rasters with value ranges from 0-100 are used.
4.

IMPLEMENTATION

The data import is explained briefly in this section, followed by a
detailed description of the functionalities and the implementation
of the presented plugin and a short summary of the cartography.
4.1

Data Import

The occurrence data was retrieved from GBIF (GBIF Secretariat:
GBIF Backbone Taxonomy, 2013) as .csv files. Besides data
about the species classification, binomial name, recording entity
etc., the file contains geographic coordinates in decimal latitude/longitude. The tool ”Create a Layer from a Delimited Text File”
was used to convert the .csv file(s) to a point-type shapefile, which
allows more simple handling with a GIS.
The bioclimatic datasets (Present & LGM) were downloaded in
the .bil (Band Interleaved by Line) file format and converted to
GeoTIFF files with QGIS as well, to ensure compatibility with
openModeller, although openModeller should accept all file formats supported by GDAL (GDAL Development Team, 2015).
The netCDF version of the global GEBCO 2014 was downloaded
and converted to GeoTIFF with gdal translate. To use coherent
topographic data, the GEBCO 2014 data was used to produce
landmass rasters mirroring the present day and the LGM sealevel (120m below today’s sea-level (Clark and Mix, 2002). This
was done with GRASS GIS r.mapcalc. The aspect rasters derived
from the GEBCO DEM were computed using GDAL.
4.2

Plugin

The plugin was implemented using PyQGIS and PyQT with the
aid of ”Plugin Builder 2.8.1” (Sherman, 2015) as a starting point.
QGIS Plugin Builder provides a working template from which
a plugin can be built. The user interface was arranged with QT
Designer. For now, the plugin is required to fulfill the following tasks (seen in figure 2 & 3 in section 5.): The openModeller
om console.exe, which is used to conduct the modelling process,
requires a text file ”occurrence.txt” with occurrence data and a
configuration file ”request.txt”. The occurrence data is contained
in the occurrence.txt, while the request.txt contains paths to the
used environmental variables and further configuration parameters like the applied modelling algorithm, for example. The aim
of the plugin is to generate these files with the aid of the QGIS
user interface shown in figure 3 and conduct necessary file conversions via the steps illustrated in the chart in figure 2 and explained in the following segment:
• Select vector & raster layers in the QGIS layer tree to assign
them to the appropriate categories.
– Point vector layer → occurrence data.

Figure 2: Chart of the plugins functionality.
– Raster data → environmental datasets.
• Allow selection of different modelling algorithms through
the UI.
• Generate the occurrence.txt.
– The necessary columns (species label, longitude/latitude coordinates) are copied to the generated occurrence.txt.
– In some cases it may be requested to generate a model
for a whole genus instead of a species. The GBIF occurrence files contain columns for ”genus” and ”species”
and the plugin should allow switching between those.
– Multiple instances of occurrence layers can be added,
one request.txt and one occurrence.txt is generated for
every layer.
• Copy the environmental datasets into the project folder.
• Generate the request.txt.
– Paths to raster and vector files are copied to the appropriate place in the request.txt which generated with
the necessary, selected parameters.
– The name of the occurrence layer is used for ”Occurrences group” parameter, so it must match the ”species”
or ”genus” string from the source data.
• If all files are copied and the text files are generated, the
om console.exe can be executed with the respective request.txt
as parameter and the model is computed.

The request.txt configuration file is segmented in an input, output
and algorithm section. The input section contains information
about the input data, beginning with the spatial reference system. Further, the string of the occurrence data label (contained in
the occurrence.txt) is defined, as well as the paths to the occurrence.txt and the raster datasets used as environmental variables
to generate the model. Also, occurrence data filtering options (filter occurrence points with the same coordinates or environmental
variables) can be set and model statistics can be deactivated. The
output section of the text file defines the paths and filenames of
the serialized model, the projected output raster file, mask and its
raster file type and the environmental variable raster data sets to
project the model. The last section contains the text that defines
the active modelling algorithm and its configuration parameters.
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4.3

5.2

Cartography

The cartography of the SPDM maps was realized with the QGIS
(version 2.12) print composer. OpenModeller produces GeoTIFF
raster files in which the probability of occurrence is stored with
an integer value from 0 to 100 (other output formats are possible, for example floating point 0-1) that were colored in evenly
distributed classes. The coast lines for the present time slice are
taken from the natural earth dataset (Kelso and Patterson, 2010),
the lines for the LGM are constructed from the the GEBCO global
bathymetry DEM (sea level -120m).

5.

RESULTS

In this section the functionality of the plugin is explained briefly,
followed by an example modelling result that was produced with
the plugin and the before presented work flow and software.
5.1

Plugin

The general process allows the user to select one or multiple layers in the QGIS layer tree, followed by a click on the respective
button to load the layers into the list. The plugin allows the selection of multiple occurrence vector layers (figure 3a) with the
result that one request.txt and a occurrence.txt is generated for
every layer loaded into the list widget. Radio buttons (Figure 3a)
allow switching between ”genus” and ”species”, for the data export. The second list (figure 3b) should be filled with raster layers
representing environmental data that builds the model, the before
mentioned bioclimatic variables for the present time slice, for example. The mask layer list (figure 3c) sets three data points in
the request.txt that delimit the modelling and projection area and
define the format (e.g. resolution) of the output file containing
the model data. The last list (figure 3d) should contain the environmental variable layers that correspond to the datasets in the
list in figure 3b. This can be the same set of data, or corresponding data for another time slice like the LGM, which results in the
projection of the model to this explicit data. The output folder
is selected as seen at 3e, while the model algorithm is selected
with a combobox (figure 3f). The ”Generate” button starts the
process of generating the folder structure, the configuration files
and copying the data. The plugin is published in the CRC806
database (Willmes et al., 2014) where it can be acquired from
(Becker and Willmes, 2015).
a
b

Examplary modelling results

Figures 4a,4b,5a and 5b show maps visualizing the potential distribution of Capra ibex and Capra pyrenaica modelled with openModeller’s Maxent implementation for two time slices (Present
and LGM). The before explained bioclimatic and topographic
datasets were used as environmental data (explanatory variable)
for present and LGM climate conditions to project the model.
The Maxent results are displayed in 10% classes, while discarding values <1 (white). The maps show an obvious impact of the
data used for the different time slices, since even the lowest Maxent values show a smaller overall area of potential distribution
and strongly reduced probabilities of occurrence in the northern
areas of the map, which were also glaciated in the LGM. According to the area under the curve (AUC) values generated by openModeller, the models performed very well (Capra ibex present /
LGM: 0.9936 / 0.9931; Capra pyrenaica present / LGM: 0.9967 /
0.9968).
The resulting models should fulfill their purpose to gain quantitative data about the palaeolithic fauna in the last glacial maximum,
however, not without further classification and interpretation of
the data, and with regard to the fact that the results are partly
based on climate data from simulated model experiments as well.
Nonetheless, the results should provide a valuable insight about
this part of the LGM palaeoenvironment.
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Figure 3: Workflow of the Plugin. (a) This defines multiple occurrence data layers, for every instance a request.txt and a occurrence.txt is generated. (b) Defines the data that will be used to
build the model. (c) Defines the raster datasets that are used as
”Mask” or ”Output format” & ”Output mask”. (d) These layers
will be used to project the model. (e) Defines the destination path.
Combobox (f) lets the user choose the modelling algorithm.
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(b) Capra ibex LGM, AUC: 0.9931
Figure 4: Maps showing modelling results for Capra ibex with
Maxent values 1-100.
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modelling algorithms. The openModeller desktop version which
is no longer maintained was especially comfortable to use, while
the presented plugin is supposed to fill this gap.
The exemplary model results produced with openModeller appear very promising as well, although further processing and interpretation of the data is necessary. Many species distribution
modelling techniques produce continuous suitability values, but
an application that wants to make quantitative assertions, like site
catchment analysis, requires classified or binary (presence/absence) output data (Liu et al., 2013). The necessary threshold
selection or class definition is a separate problem that will be investigated at another point.
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